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Abstract. Choices among alternative transit capital investments are often complex and pohta-
cally controversaal There as renewed interest m the use of performance mdmators to assJ.st m
making ratmnat and defensible eholces for the investment of pubhc funds To lmpro’Je the
evaluatmn of real and bus performance and provide more usefuI mformatmn for transit invest-
ment demsmn-makers, it is important to use performance indicators that faarly and efficmntly
compare dafferent transit modes Tlus paper proposes a set of anter-modN performance mdaea-
tors m wtuch servme input, service output, and servme consumption are measured by total cost,
revenue capacity males/hours, and unlmked passenger raps/miles respecUvely based on economlc
principles and evaluatmn objecuves The proposed arnprovements revolve the mclusmn of capital
as well as operating costs m such comparisons, and the recogmtaon of the widely varying
eapacataes of transit vehicles for seated and standing passengers Two Cahforma cases, the Los
Angeles - Long Beach Corndor and the Maxket/Judah Corridor in San Francisco, are used for
teslang the~x usefulness m the evaluataon of the ef-ficlency and effectxveness of rtu] and bus servmes
The results show substanttaI differences between performance m&cators ~n current use and
those proposed m this study The enhanced rater-modal performance mdmators are more appro-
priate for comparing the efficiency and effectaveness of different modes or a combmataon of
transit modes at ~he corndor and system levels where most major investment demsmns are
made

Introduction

Decismns regarding translt investments affect the mobihty and accesslbihty
of the population arid consUtute major expenditures of pubhc funds They_
also may influence land use patterns and future development of urban
areas. These decismns are inherently pohtical m nature, but m the United
States and elsewhere there is increasing interest m reqmring that transit
investment demsmns be reformed by systemauc compax~sons among alterna-
tive courses of actmn. For example, the Transportatmn Eqmty Act for the
21st Century (TEA-21) enacted on June 9, I998 reqmres that the Federal
Transit Adrmnistranon (FTA) evaluate and rate candidate "New Start" projects
according to certain criteria (FTA 1999) It ~s also becoming more common
m many states and metropohtan areas to reqmre systematic comparisons of
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alternatives accorchng to sets of "performance indicators." Performance mea-
surement has long been used by governments to momtor and evaluate a wide
variety of programs in many sectors, but it has been observed that interest
in performance measurement waned m the elghties and appears to be on the
rise once again as part of the movement to "remvent government" and to intro-
duce market principles into government operations (Poister 1997).

It is one thing to state that the performance of complex alternatives ought
to be systematacally measured and compared, and qmte another thing to do this
effectively. While performance measurement is intended to inform and restrain
polmcal demsion making, it is not terribly surprising that performance mea-
surement itself has become the subject of major polmcal debates. These debates
often focus on performance comparlsons between bus and rail, partly because
bus is trachtmnally a dominant transit mode while rail as advocated by some
as a superior solutmn for current urban transportation problems.

Rml proponents have advocated hght rail as a cost-effective solutmn to
urban mobility problems. They claim that hght rml is less expensive to bmld
than other types of rapid transit systems and cheaper to operate than bus
because of a potential reduction m labor - a major component of operating
cost They also assert that rail can dehver higher levels of performance such
as faster, more comfortable and more rehable sen, ace, and attract more transit
riders because rml is operated on exclusive rights-of-way Furthermore, rail
proponents argue that expansion of rml can foster investment and redevelop-
ment m the areas that it serves, encourage more compact land use patterns, and
sUmulate economic development because it is a long-term infrastructure
investment (Mitchell & Rapkm 1954: Warner 1962, Vuchic & Olampekun
1990, Parkinson 1989, 1992 and Cervero & Landis 1995).

However, critics contend that total costs for rad transit are much hagher than
those of buses. They argue that the capital cost of rail is much higher than
that of buses and that its operating costs may not be lower than those of
buses because the potentlal savings due to larger numbers of seats per operator
may be offset by higher expenses for maintaining hght rail vehicles, rail
statmns, and rights-of-way. They counter that m areas where there are low
to medium densiues, bus servlces can provide greater operatmnal flexibihty
than rail and can match or even outperform rml transit m ndershlp appeal,
travel time and frequency of service if a bus system is carefully designed. In
addmon, they believe that there ~s a weakening connecUon between trans-
portatmn and land use patterns because transportation systems are already well
developed and underpriced, urban land use patterns are well established, and
location decisions are affected by many other complicated consideratmns
beyond transportation (Wachs 1975; Gomez-Ibanez 1985; Biehter 1989:
Hensher & Waters 1993; Giuhano 1995; Boarnet & Crane 1997).

Decisions w~th regard to the choice of new transit services have to be
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made by balancing all the objectives that the new service is expected to achieve.
One of the objectives is to make efficient and productive use of punic expen-
ditures. In order to achieve this objective, it is important to incorporate all
the comparable vanaUons between alternatives; bus versus rail, peak versus
base services, or fixed-route versus flexible demand responsive services. In the
case of comparisons between bus and rail, it is crucial to incorporate varia-
tions in cost and vehicle capacity between the two modes, because on the
one hand, buses are more labor intensive while raft xs more capital inten-
sive. On the other hand, bus and rail provide different vehicle capacmes.
The inclusion of the variations in cost and vehicle capacity are important if
performance measurement is to be done meaningfully where alternative invest-
ments are under consideration that involve chfferent mLxes of modes.

Tins paper introduces two improvements to some widely used transit
performance indicators and examines their usefulness m efficiency and effec-
tiveness comparisons between bus and rml usmg data from the Los Angeles
County Metropohtan Transportation Authority (MTA) and the San Francisco
Municipal Railway (Mufti) at the level of the travel corridor. The study shows
that changes in the performance indictors that are employed do result in
different conclusmns as to the most socially des~_rable transit investments in
different situations. We believe that the inter-modal performance measures
tested in this study are an improvement over those that are commonly used
because they provide a more systemaUc and objective basis for comparison
among altemaUves

In the following sectmns, we critique the current standard transit perfor-
mance in&cators, introduce enhanced measures for bus and rml performance
comparisons, describe data and procedures for case studies, present the empir-
ical resuits of performance comparisons between bus and rail, and then discuss
their imphcaUons. The conclu&ng section summarizes the findings.

Inter-modal performance indicators

To understand the inter-modal performance indicators used in this study and
their advantages, it Is necessary to review the current standard mdmators and
their hmatations. A review of the hterature on transit performance measure-
ment shows that although there are some differences m methods of performance
comparison and selectmn of performance indicators, most researchers agree
that transit efficiency and effectiveness should be measured primanly according
to three dimensions" inputs used to produce service, winch can be measured
by various monetary costs, the number of employees or employee hours, the
number of vehicles, the amount of rue1, etc., outputs, namely service provi-
stun, usually measured m terms of miles or hours of service; and service
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consumptzon - services utihzed by transit users, which can be measured by
the number of linked (or unlinked) passenger trips, operating revenues, pas-
senger miles, or passenger hours. Performance indicators corresponding to
the three dlmensaons can be grouped into three categories: cost efficiency
zndicators, which measure relationships between inputs and outputs; servzce
effectiveness indicators, which measure relataonshlps between service con-
sumptlon and outputs; and cost effecttveness ~ndmators: which measure
relationships between inputs and service consumption. Each performance indi-
cator is calculated as a ratio between two operating statistics that deal with
service inputs, service outputs, and service consumption (Fielding et al 1985a,
1987)

An examination of widely-used performance indicators reveals that the most
commonly used mdlcators are operating cost per revenue vehicle hour, oper-
ating cost per passenger boarding, farebox revenue per operating cost,
passenger boardlngs per revenue vehicle mile, and passenger miles per revenue
vetncle hour (see Table !). These mchcators have three features in common.
First, monetary input for providing translt service is measured by operating
cost only Second, service output is appraised by revenue vehicle hours and
revenue vehicle miles.1 Thard, service consumption is measured mostly by pas-
senger hoardings

These performance indicators have two major deficlenmes, especially when
used for performance evaluations and comparisons across different transit
modes First, capital cost is generally absent m the existing cost effimency
and effectiveness mdacators and capltaI-related performance indicators are often
not used by the transit industry. Performance indicators based solely on
operating cost do not enable valid inter-modal performance comparisons
Cost comparisons among different modes should be made on the basis of
total cost including operating and capital costs because the provision of transit
service recurs both types of costs. Both capital and operating costs of transit
service represent opportumty costs forgone for alternative activities To invest
in a particular project, translt agencies or governments must give up oppor-
tunities to expend those resources on other projects. And quite obwously,
comparisons of operating costs between modes may not be appropriate if
one mode relies to a far greater degree on capital expenditures than another.
In the Umted States, many local transit agenmes have rehed on federal and
state grants of capital funds for system constructaon, while financing transit
operatmns with fares and local tax subsidies. This may explain the tendency
of local governments to evaluate performance in terms of operating costs alone.
But, it is important to maximize the efficiency with which all public funds
are used, and m addition it is important to acknowledge that over time larger
shares of transit investment projects are being financed by local governments,
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which have greater flexibility designating funds for either operations or capital
investments.

Second. commonly used mdxcators do not take into account differences in
vehicle capacmes among modes. They make comparisons on the basis of costs
per vehicle-hour or per vehicle-mile among vehicles that can have dramati-
cally different passenger capacmes. They therefore offer meaningless
informatmn for rater-modal performance comparisons when and where van-
atlon across modes m vehicle capacity are very large For instance, the capaclty
of a light rail car can be more than twice the capacity, of a conventional bus.
Even within .~he same mode, vehmle capacity can vary slgmficantly. While a
rmnibus provides a passenger capacity of 15 to 40, a convenUonal bus may
have a capacity of 55 to 85, and the vehicle capacity of an articulated bus
can be 100 to 110 (National Research Council 1985).

Inter-modal performance indicators offer two improvements over ex!stmg
indicators m transit performance comparisons. (1) they mctude capital costs
of transit modes; and (2) they incorporate variations in vehicle capaclties
of varmus modes. As seen from Table 2, service input is measured by total
cost, serwce output is measured by revenue capaczry m~les and revenge capacity
hours, and service consumption is measured by both unlznlced passenger trtps
and passenger miles Unhke the indicators that are commonl? used by many
transit agencies, service input in the improved indicators includes capital and
operating costs of service. Revenue capacity hours or revenue capacity miles
equal the revenue vehicle hours or revenue vehicle miles mulUphed by vehlcte
capamty Both seating capacity and standing capacity are included in the cal-
culatmn of vehicle capamty because together, they represent full vehicle
capac1~. Since there is a trade-off between seating and standing capacmes,
excluding either one in performance comparisons could lead to illusory con-
clusmns In addmon, different transit agenmes have umque pohcles with regard
to serwce standards and vehicle capacity. Some transxt agencies have a goal
of prowding a seat for every passenger while others deliberately eliminate seats
m order to prowde more space for standing passengers Some agencies also
have different standards for peak and off-peak serwces and for different modes
To objectively compare ~e performance of different modes, both seating and
standing capacmes should be included in the calculation. Luke existing indl-
cators, Unlinked passenger trips refer to the number of passengers who board
pubhc transportatlon vehicles. A passenger is counted each time he/she boards
a vehicle. Passenger miles ~s the sum of the d~stance traveled by all passen-
gers, which equals the product of unhnked passenger boardings and miles of
passenger travel associated with each boarding
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Table i Performance indicators currently used m Cahforma.

Property Cost Cost Service
efficiency effectiveness effectaveness

Sacramento Operaung cost
Regional Transit Eqmvalent
System (SRTA) ve~cle rmle

Passenger
boardang

Fare revenue
Operating cost

Bay Area Operating cost
Rapid Transit Revenue Passenger
(BART) ve~cle hour boardang

Alameda/ ~ OperaUng cost
Contra Costa Revenue Passenger
(AC Transit) vebacle hour boarding

San Franmsco ~)peratmg cost Operating cost
Mtmlclpat Revenue Passenger
Railway vehicle hour boarding

Los Angeles ~ cost Passenger revelme
(LACMTA) Revenue Operating cost

vebacle hour

CALTRAIN Opemung cost ~ cost
Commuter Revenue Passenger
Rml vetucte hour boarding

San Marco ~ cost OperaUng cost
Transit Revenue Passenger
(SamTrans) vehmle hour boarchng

passenger boardmgs
Eqtuvatent
vel~cle hour

Eqmvalent
vehlcle male

passenger boardmgs
Revenue
vehicle hour

Passenger boarchngs
Revenue
vebacle mile

Revenue
vel-ncle hour

boarchngs_
Revenue
vehicle rmle

Passengerboardmgs
Revenue
vebacle hour

Passenger boar&rigs
Revenue
ve~cle mile

Passenger boardlngs
Revenue
vehicle hour

Passenger boar&lags
Revenue
vehicle hour

Passelager boardmgs
Revenue
vehicle mile

~er bo din_ s
Revenue
vehicle hour

passenger boardmgs
Revenue
vehicle mile
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Property Cost Cost Service
efficiency effecuveness effectxveness

Santa Clara D_peratmg cost Qperatang cost
County Tranmt Revenue Passenger
(SCCTD) vehicle hour boarchng

San Dtego
Transit Corp
(SDTC)

passe~ge~ boardmgs
Revenue
vehxcle hour

Passenger boardmgs
Revenue
vebacle rmle

Operating cost_ _QI2.e..La.!L~ cost Pa~ssenger boardmgs
Revenue Passenger Revenue
vehicle hour boarding vehlcle hour

Operaung cost Dperatmg cost Passenger males
Revenue Passenger mile Revenue
vehacle male vehicle male

Source "Comprehensive Transit Performance I~dacators," Lem, L1 & Wachs t 994

Table 2 Inter-modal performance m&cators

Cat~gones Indicators

Cost efficmncy Totai cost
Total cost

Cost effectaveness

Serv1ce ef-~ecUveness

Total cost
Total cost
Passenger

Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger

per revenue vetncle capamty mile (TC/RVCM)
per revenue vehlcte capacity hour (TC/RVCH)

per passenger Imp (TC/Pass)
per passenger mile (TC/PM)
revenue per total cost (PR/TC)

raps per revenue vehicle capacity male (Pass/RVCM)
raps per revenue vehicle capamty hour (Pass/RVCH)
males per revenue vehlcle capamty rmle (PM/RVCM)
rmtes per revenue vehicle capacity hour (PM/RVCH)

Source Lena, L~ & Wachs 1994

Case studies

To examine the usefulness of inter-modal performance indicators for bus
and rail performance compansons, we selected the Los Angeles County
Metropohtan Transportation Authority (MTA) and San Francisco Mumcipal
Railway (Muni) for case studies. The two agenmes were chosen because 
two main consideratmns. First, they are the largest transit agencies providing
mulUple transit services in California. Second, they represent two different
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operating environments, one is characterized by a relatively large central
business district (CBD) that attracts a mgmficant proportion of the region’s
peak period trips while the other is distinguished by a multi-centered land
use pattern and dispersed trip making Since rail services provided by the
two agencies cover only parts of their service areas, it is useful to focus our
analysis on rail corridors rather than on entire urban systems. The two travel
corridors studied were the Los Angeles - Long Beach Corridor and the
Market/Judah Corridor m San Francisco. We used data from the 1994 NationaI
Transit Data Base (Section 15) reports for MTA and Mum. And we also utihzed
capital accounting information and hne-based operating mformanon obtained
directly from the agencies

To use the enhanced indicators, we first calculated the annum total costs
of bus and rail m a corridor. The estlmauon procedure included four steps.
(1) We annualized capltaI costs of bus or rail components based on a 7 percent
discount rate and the economic lives of the components The annual capital
cost of a bus or rail component was calculated by multiplying a capital recovery
factor by the cost of the component,a The annual capital recovery factor (A)
is computed as:

z*(l+i)~
A-

(1 + ~)~- 

Where n is the assumed useful life of the asset component and ~ is the
discount rate. The 7 percent discount rate was recommended by the Offlce
of Management and Budget in 1993, and has been employed m Major
Investment Studms (MISs) for pubhc transit since January 1994. The standard
useful hves listed m the "Procedures and Technical Methods for Transit Project
Plannlng" (Ryan et ai. 1990) were used to calculate the annual eqmvalent
capital costs of bus and rail components.3

(2) Using the cost allocation method - a widely used cost esumation
method m the transit industry, we allocated the annual cap~taI and operating
costs of system-wide bus and rml components to assoclated operaUng stat~s-
tics such as vehicle relies, vehicle hours, peak vehicles, route miles, etc. and
derived average umt costs of those operating statistics The cost allocation was
based on our assumptmns about the relauonships between the types of costs
and operatmg statistics. For example, we assumed that labor costs including
wages and fnnge benefits for vehicle operat3on were associated with vehicle
hours. S~mllarly, costs of fuel, materials and supphes for vehicle mainte-
nance were related to vehicle rmles and vehicle costs were linked to number
of peak vehicles. Other mlscellaneous costs, such as uUliUes, administration,
taxes, insurance, etc were assigned to the operating statisUcs in a s~mllar
fashion.
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(3) Based on calculations m the first two steps, we developed the fol-
lowing models for estimating the annual capital and operating costs of buses
and rail

KCMB = Vpv * PV + VvM * ~ (I)

OCMB = Upv * PV + UVM * VM + Uv~ * VH (2)

KCLR = Upv * PV + UDRM * DRM (3)

OCLR = Upv* PV + UCM* CM + Uhs* CH + UseS + UDV.M* DRM (4)

Where KCMB and OCMB respectively represent the annual capital and operating
costs of motor buses; KCLg and OCLR stand for annual capital and operating
costs of light rail, PV stands for peak vehicles; VM and VIi are vehicle miles
and vehicle hours for buses; CM and CH are car rmles and car hours for rml
cars; S is the number of hght raft stations; DRM as directional route rmles;4

Ups, UVM, Uv~, UCM, UcH. Us, and Unr~M are umt costs of peak vehicles,
vehacle miles, vehacle hours, car miles, car hours, rail stations, and darec-
tlonal route miles, respectively 5 Notice that the unit costs in one model differ
from those in other models S~rmlarly, the umt costs also vary from one mode
to another and from one agency to another. For example, the cost per vehacle
mate m the capital cost estimataon model for MTA bus lanes is $0.46 while
the umt cost in the operating cost model for MTA bus lines !s $1.95 The
peak vehicle umt costs m the capital cost models for Muni are $31.489 for
buses and $57,090 for hght rail Furthermore, the cost per vehicle hour m
the operating cost models for buses is $44.09 for MTA and $37.50 for Mum.

(4) Based on the above models and operating staustlcs, we estimated the
total annual cost of a partxcular transit line. The costs of transit lines operated
in a travel comdor were summed up by mode to get the total annual cost of
a mode m a travel corridor.

After estlmating costs, we computed serwce outputs of bus and rat1 services
through a three-step procedure. Ftrst, we computed the maximum des1~n capac-
ities of bus and raft services by multiplying thezr vehlcle seating capacitms
by their passenger loading factor respectively. For example, a typical MTA bus
can seat 43 passengers and the maximum passenger loading factor as t 5
Thus the maximum design capacity of a MTA bus equals approxmaately 65
Similarly, the buses runmng on the Mum bus Iines included m thus study
have seating capacities of 26, 40, and 44 and passenger loading factor of
1 5, and their capaciues are 39, 60, and 66 respectively After the computa-
tmn of the maximum design capamties, we then muiuphed the capacities by
the reported serwce outputs, namely revenue vel~Scle miles and revenue vebacle
hours, to derive revenue vehicle capacaty males and revenue vehacle capacity
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hours of bus and real lines. Finally, we summed up the bus and real servxce
outputs newIy derived m the second step separately to obtain the comdor-wide
informaUon.

Based on data derived from the above calculations, we computed the bus
and rail performance indicators. As indicated above, cost efficaency mdaca-
tots are calculated by dividing total annual costs by service outputs. Cost
effectiveness indicators are ratios between service input and consumption. And
service effecuveness indicators equal service outputs davlded by service
consumption.

To compare the evaluation results of exastmg and inter-modal performance
indicators, we first used existing performance indicators to examine and
compare the performance between bus and rail servaces m each travel corridor.
We then repeated the same analysis using rater-modal performance mdica-
tOrSo Finally, we analyzed the results produced by the existing and rater-modal
performance mdmators.

Empirical results

Bus and rail in the Los Angeles - Long Beach Corrzdor

The Los Angeles - Long Beach Corridor, shewn m Fagure 1, stretches from
downtown Los Angeles to downtown Long Beach. It is approxamately four
rrdles wade, extending about 2 miles on either side of the Long Beach Blue
Lane. The comdor crosses four pohticaI jurisdictions- the City of Los Angeles,
the County of Los Angeles, the Qty of Compton, and the City of Long
Beach. Thus comdor is generally composed of commumties having high con-
centraUons of minonUes wath a relatively high populatmn density, low income
and low auto ownership In FY1994, transit servaces running approximately
within and parallel to the corridor included the Metro Blue Line - a light
rail line travelling a distance of 22 miles from Long Beach to Los Angeles,
14 local bus lines, one hmlted bus line, and four express bus lanes. Among
the motor bus hues, hne #60 was a long-distance bus line running parallel
to the Los Angeles - Long Beach Blue Line. Some 56 million passenger
trips were made annually on all the transat lines in the comdor.

Figures 2 through 4 summarize the performance evaluation results on the
basis of existing and inter-modal indicators. As seen from the figures, existing
inchcators and the enhanced indicators produce different results for bus and
raft performance comparisons. Existing indicators show that although hght rad
was less cost efficient than buses, it was more effective than buses. For
example, existing cost efficiency indicators show that operatmg cost was about
$8 per revenue vehicle male for buses and about $29 per revenue train mite
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The Los Angeles-Long Beach Corridor
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Fzgure 2 A comparison of cost efftclency m&cators

for hght rail. Operating cost was about $107 per revenue vehicle hour for buses
and about $553 per revenue train hour for rail, hadacatmg that the umt costs
of bus services provided by MTA were about $20 to $450 less than those of
raft. On the other hand, existing cost effectiveness inchcators report that
operating costs per passenger and passenger mile of buses were about half a
dollar to two dollars more than those of rml, indicating that raft is more cost
effective than buses. Similarly, existang service effectiveness indicators show
that raft carried about 4 to lq0 more passengers and 55 to 1,143 more pas-
senger miles per unit of service outputs than buses &d.

However, results based on the proposed inter-modal performance m&ca-
tors confi_rm that rail is not only expensive to operate, but also not necessanly
more effectave than buses. According to the enhanced cost efficiency in&ca-
tors, total cost per revenue vehicle capacity mile for bus services was about
$0.01 less than that of the Blue Line. Consistently, total costs per revenue
vehicle capacity hour were $1.93 for bus and $2.88 for raft, indicating that
bus services were about 49 percent more cost efficient than the Blue Line.

Unlike the results produced by the existing indicators, the enhanced cost
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Ftgure 3 A cornparlson of cost effectiveness indicators.

effectiveness indicators reveal that bus services were 10 percent to 27 percent
more cost effective than the Blue Line. While the average total cost per pas-
senger for buses m the comdor was $6.95, the cost for the Blue Line was $8.81.
Total costs per passenger mile were $0.92 for buses and $I 0t for the Blue
Line, respecUvely. The farebox recovery rate was 0.24 for buses versus 0.06
for rail. These results Imply that the unit costs of provichng rail service are
notably higher than those of bus servmes in the Los Angeles - Long Beach
corridor. Indeed. government subsxdies cover 94 percent of the total cost on
the rail line, as compared to 76 percent of the total cost for the bus services.

Three service effectiveness measures indicate that bus servxces are more
effective than raxt m the corridor. Only one measure - passenger miles per
revenue vehicle capacity hour - indicates that rml cames about 19 percent
more passenger miles per unit of revenue vehicle capacity hour than bus
services in the corridor.

In short, the analysis indicated that although existing indicators and rater-
modal performance indicators provide consistent irfformation on cost-efficiency
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Ftgure 4 A comparison of service effecuveness andacators

comparisons between bus and rail, they provide different information on cost
effectiveness and service effectiveness.

Bus and rail zn the Market~Judah Cormdor in San Franczsco

The MarkeffJudah Street Corridor, shown in Figure 5, is a half-mile wide
strap runmng from the Great I-Sghway in the west to Market Street in the north-
east near the Sin,. Francisco Bay. According to the 1990 census, poptflatlOn
density m the corridor was shghfly higher while household income was lower
than the city and county average. Correspondingly, the rate of driving alone
to work was lower, and the propomon of work trips by public transit was higher
than the city and county average. Multi-modal transit services were provided
m the corndor. These services included one tight raiI line, two local motor
bus lines, one hn-nted motor bus line, two express motor bus tines, and two
regular trolley bus lines. In fiscal year 1994, more than t9 mflhon passenger
trips were taken on these lines.

Figures 6 through 8 display the evaluation results of bus and raft in the
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Figure 7 A comparison of cost effectaveness xadlcators

the rait cost). Analysis also indicates that total cost per passenger male for buses
was $1.03 less than that of rail while the cost per bus passenger trip was
$2.57 less than the cost per rml passenger trap.

When companng service effectlveness between the two modes, results based
on the er~hanced indicators - passengers or passenger miles per revenue vehicle
capacity mile or hour - show that the bus was about 6 to 28 percent more effec-
tive than raft. The analy~sls based on data from San Francisco Muni once
agmn demonstrates the differences in results generated by exisUng and rater-
modal performance indicators for bus and rml comparisons.

Explanation of the empirical results

Both case studies show that there are differences between results produced
by existing and inter-modal performance indicators for bus and raft compar-
isons. The principal reason for such differences is the inclusmn of capital
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Market/Judah Comdor based on existing and rater-modal performance indi-
cators. Similar to the Los Angeles - Long Beach Comdor, the results produced
by existing indicators differ from those by the enhanced indicators While
existing indicators imply that motor bus service is more cost efficient but
less effective than rail in the corridor, the improved indicators suggest that
motor bus services are not only cost efficient but also more effective than
rail service in the corridor. For instance, existing cost efficmncy indicators
show that operatang cost per revenue vehicle mile was about $12 for motor
buses versus about $18 for light rail. Operatang cost per revenue vehacle hour
for motor buses was about $72 less than that of rail. On the other hand, exastmg
indicators demonstrate that operating cost per bus passenger was about $2
higher than the cost per rail passenger while raft carried about 9 to 102 more
passengers per unit of service output than motor buses. Other existing cost
effectiveness and service effectiveness indicators also lead to the same con-
clusion.

The rater-modal performance indicators show that total costs per unit of bus
service were only about half of the cost of rail service (56 to 57 percent of
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cost and vehicle capacity in the comparisons. The effects of including capital
cost and vehicle capacity can be illustrated m the following using data from
the Long Beach - Los Angeles Corndor.

Table 3 shows that including different cost components in performance
comparisons results in different conclusions. For example, if a comparison
is based on operating cost only, the indicator reports that the cost per bus
rider is 56 percent more expensive than that per real passenger. However, the
comparison on the basis of operating plus capltal cost would favor motor
bus since capital cost per real rider is more than four times the cost per bus
passenger A very simple cause of such a different conclusmn is that bus is
more labor intensive while real is more capltai intensive. Comparing the modes
on either partial measurement w~tl result in misleading conclusions The use
of total cost as a measure of input can eliminate thls problem and make the
comparison more appropriate because total cost represents a complete
accounting of all the labor, capital and material resources used m the delivery
of transit services. This example shows that the definition of performance
measures is criticaI for transit planmng, especially for transit investment
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Table 3. Inter-modal cost comparisons (cost per passenger, the Los Angeles - Long Beach
Corridor)

Operating cost Capital cost Total cost

Bus $5.80 $1 I5 $6 95
Light raft $3 71 $5 11 $8 8i

decisions, and that shifting from one deflniuon to the other dramatically
impacted the comparison that ~es~!t~d. ~

The effects of vehicle capacity on transit performance comparisons can
be demonstrated by measures of "passengers per unit of service output" and
"total costs per umt of service output." As seen from Tables 4 and 5, the
inclusion of seated capamties in service output measures results in values
that are less than those of the original mdmators, and the inclusion of total
capacity (seated and standee capacities) results in further reduction in the values
of the uqdmators. However, the decreases are smaller for bus than for rml, indi-
cating that vehicle capacity does have effects on performance outcomes For
example, Table 4 shows that after incorporating vehmle capamties m the indi-
cators, the values of servme effectiveness indmators - "passengers per umt
of servme output" - decline from 3.56 passengers per revenue vehicle rmle
to 0 08 per seat mile and 0.06 per revenue vehmle capamty mile for buses.6

The values for raft change from 7.75 to 0.05 and 0.02 corresponchngly. Notace
"that the changes for raft range from 7.70 to 7.73, which are larger than those
for bus (3.48 to 3.50) because rail vehicles have larger capacity than buses.

Smular results can be seen from TabIe 5 For example, before taking vehicle

Table 4 Inter-modal effectlveness comparison (passengers per umt of output, the Los Angeles
- Long Beach Comdor)

Output measures RVM only RVM +
Seated capacity

RVM + Seated +
Standee capamty

Bus 3 56 0 08 _ 0 06
Light real 7-~75 ........ 0 05 0 02

Table 5 Inter-modal efficiency comparison (total cost per umt of output, the Los Angeles - Long
Beach Comdor)

Output measures RVM only RVM + RVM + Seated +
Seated capamty Standee capacity

Bus $9 33 $0.22 $0.14
Light Raft $68 34 $0 45 $0 15
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capacity into account, the cost efficiency indicator shows that cost per unit
of output for rail is about $59 greater than the cost of bus. After incorpo-
rating seated capacity, the indicator shows that the cost per unit of rail service
is about 23 cents more expensive than that of bus. The inclusion of full capacity
in the service output measure indicates that the cost difference between bus
and rail in the corridor Is only about 1 cent per umt of service output. These
changes indicate that without taking vehlcle capacltaes into account, existing
indicators overrate the performance of modes or alternauves with large vehtcie
capacities m service effectiveness comparisons while penahzmg them in cost
efficiency comparisons. By incorporating full vehicle capaciUes, the enhanced
indicators provide more accurate lnformatmn for cross-modal performance
comparisons which help pohcy makers make more reformed and more effec-
tive planmng decisions.

In brief, since some transit modes are labor intensive while others are capital
intens,ve, the absence of e~ther cost component in cross-modal performance
comparisons could provide misleading informatmn. S,m,larly, because vehicle
capacities differ from one mode to another, It is important to incorporate full
vehicle capacity in performance comparisons of transit alternatlves with dif-
ferent modes.

Implications

The findings above show that the proposed inter-modal performance indica-
tors are ~mprovements over the commonly-used transit performance indicators.
The proposed indicators are also more comprehensive than the efficiency
and effectiveness indices newly released by the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) for evaluating new start projects. After severn years of revismn and mr-
culation, the FTA published the TechmcaI Guidance on SectLon 5309 New
Starts Crzterla to explain the criteria used for evaluating and rating proposed
new start projects seehng federal funding and to assist local agencies in devel-
opmg such proposals (Federal Transit Admimstratmn 1999). As specified 
the document, all proposed new start~projects are subjected "to a comprehen-
sive review based on four criteria: mobdlty improvements, environmental
benefits, operating efficiencles, and cost-effecUveness. The operating effi-
ciencies and cost-effectiveness are measured respectlvely by the incremental
operamng cost per incremental passenger mile and the incremental cost per
incremental passenger m the forecast year, compared to the no-build and
Transportation System Management (TSM) alternatives. Whale the cost-effec-
Uveness index does include the capital cost factor, both indices exclude the
capamty element of transit vehicles - a cntacal constituent of attemaUve com-
parisons between different transit modes. As demonstrated above, due to
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potentially large variations in vehicle capacities among different transit modes,
failure to take full account of vehicle capacities could result m misleading
information. It is Imperative to include both full cost and vehicle capacity in
project evaluations and funding decisions, since most new starts are hkely
to be large-capacity, capital-intensive projects, and the baselines, namely the
no-build and TSM alternatives, for comparisons are lnkely to consist of small-
capacity, labor-intensive optmns.

The enhanced indicators can assist transit agencies in identifying efficient
and effective options for provxsmn of transit services and for investment
decisions. For example, the’ enhanced Indicators enable cross-modal compar-
isons - comparlsons of efficiency and effectiveness of two or more different
modes - partlcularly when a decision must be made regarding whether to
substitute one mode of service for another along a single travel corridor.
They are atso suitable for multa-modaI measurements, when passenger trips
include ]_inked segments that rely on different modes This may be particu-
larly helpful when collector and/or distributor segments depend upon vans
or buses whxie rail transit serves the lane haul funcuon Thus, planners cart
use them to more fully and systematically evaluate a wide range of transit
options, and supply more accurate reformation for transit managers to improve
provision of existing services and for decision makers to make better and more-
reformed choices for new investments. Accurate reformation xs particularly
important in an envlrorLrnent m which diminishing resources may reqmre one
type of service to be reduced m order to expand another type of service

The enhanced indicators also enable transit agencies and loci1 govern-
ments to calculate their share of cost for any proposed investment options
and benefits that may result from the investment options Although the current
federal translt subsidy pohcms heavily favor capital intensive projects, they
require matching funding commitments from state and local governments. Fully
and objectively estlmatmg costs and benefits of investment opUons as well
as the financml responsibilities of local governments watl help transit agencms
in the long run.

The enhanced indicators can smooth transit agencies’ progress when
prepanng funchng proposals and improve the possiblhty of obtaining an award.
Because the enhanced indicators allow both cross-modal and multi-modal com-
parisons among transit investment alternatives, transit agencies obviously
can use the indicators to make a strong case for funding compemion.

Conclus{ons

Using data from the Los Angeles MTA and San Francisco Mum, this study
compared existing and improved indicators for evaluating the efficiency and
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effectiveness of bus and hght rail in the Los Angeles - Long Beach Corndor
and the Market/Judah Corridor in San Francisco. The inter-modal performance
indicators prowde an alternative to tradmonal performance comparisons
between different transit modes and address some of the incomparability
problems that previous studms had making cross-modal performance com-
parisons The analyses m tins paper demonstrate that in both cases, the use
of rater-modal performance mdxcators leads to different conclusions from
existing indicators m cost efficiency and effectiveness comparisons between
bus and raft The mclusion of capltal costs and vel’ucle capamty in performance
comparisons contributes to the observed differences between results produced
by the trachuonal measures and the inter-modal performance indicators

The findings imply that failure to consider variatmns among transit modes
may lead to m~sleadmg reformation for transit investment decxsion making and
the inter-modal performance indmators provide a promising alternative to the
comparisons that are frequently made between alternatave transit investment
proposals. The principle of incorporating variatmns in cost and vehicle capacity
can be apphed in other performance comparisons, such as comparisons between
express and regular services and fixed-route buses versus flexible paratrans~t
Because the improved indicators can more completely measure the efficiency
and effectiveness of various transit services and alternataves, the use of these
indicators may help researchers enhance the quahty of their research projects,
transit managers improve the efficmncy and effectaveness of transit operatmns,
and pohcy makers make more efficmnt investment demsions

While the enhanced transit performance indicators provide a techmcal alter-
native to comparisons of transit services and investment optmns, the indicators
themselves cannot prevent other influences on project evaluations and invest-
ment decisions As has long been acknowledged, the cost and effecuveness
comparisons between alternatives can be influenced by many factors, including
the extent to which each of the alternatives ~s opUm~zed and how costs are
allocated It is not uncommon, for example, that security costs of rml systems
are mternahzed to other budgets of transit agencies and excluded from the cost
calculatmn as part of the operating cost. It is also not unusual that agencies
eager to implement raft do more iterations of service planning for rail to
optimize the relatmnshlp between supply and demand and do less for bus alter-
natives. Examples of polmcal influence on techmcal forecasung have been
documented in many previous studies (Kam 1990; Richmond 1991; Pmkrell
1992; Rubin & Moore 1996). Hence, applying the enhanced indicators objec-
tively is necessary to ensure the advantages of the indicators. TechmcaI
guidance may be required to assist transit agenmes using these indicators in
evaluations and comparisons of transit options when performing project eval-
uations and making investment decismns.
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Notes

"’Revenue vehtcIe hours" and "revenue vehicle mzIes’ refer to hours and rmtes that a vetucle
travets when ~t ~s m service They equal the total amount of hours or rmles mmau~ the ume
or distance for "deadhead travel". The term "deadhead travel" refers to travel tame or distance
when vehacles are driven from an overnight storage facility to the first stop of a service
line at the beganmng of the servlce day and from the last stop of the servace line back to
the storage famhty at the end of the day (Cervero et al I980)

2 Both MTA and Mum maintain a database of the agencies’ fixed assets The database contains
maformauon on up-to-date asset value and cumulative deprec~aUon of each fixed asset Based
on the data, we first calculated the net present value and remmmng economic hves of bus
and rail components, them computed their annual capatal costs

3 Both the 7 percent discount rate and the standard econormc useful tires are contaaned m
the "Techmcat Gmdance on SecUon 5309" (FTA 1999)

4 The variable "’DRM" Is defined as the mileage m each dlrecuon over whach transit vehacles
travel while m revenue service It counts the rmleage m both dlrecUons but regardless the
number of lanes m each directmn See "Reporting Manual for Secaon 15 Report (1994)"
for examples of DRM calculatmn

5 See L1 (1997) for detalted mformatmn on procedure of developing cost rnodeIs
6 "Revenue vehmle males," "revenue vehicle seat males," and "revenue vehicle capacity males"

are three different servace output measurements wNch incorporate dafferent levels of vehicle
capacmes. For example, ff a vehlcle wlth 20 seats and I0 standing capacI~ as m servxce
for 1 m~le, the output ~s measured as 1 "revenue vehlcle mile," 20 "revenue vel’~cle seated
miles," and 30 "revetaue veb.icle capacl~ mxles"
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